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pasta straws
biodegradable



Not suitable for Celiacs or people with gluten intolerance or wheat allergy. Not suitable for hot drinks or cooking. This product is meant for 
use as a straw. In case of consumption, it is not hazardous to your health. 

NATURAL

RED

ORANGE

natural productvegan ingredients

Awarded for their packaging at Packaging Awards 2020

Available 
in 3 fun colors



Artesian pasta straws from 
HELIOS Pasta Industry,

are qualified for the Clean Label 
Project™ Purity Award.

HELIOS Pasta Industry, is the first pasta 
industry internationally and the first 

Greek brand, whose selected products 
qualified for the Clean Label Project™ 

Purity Award for their purity from 
chemicals including heavy metals, 
pesticide residues and chemical 

plasticizers by the Clean Label Project™ 
organization.

The Clean Label Project™ Purity Award 
is a distinction as a result of product 

tests and evaluation for 400 substances 
and ingredients that are never listed on 

a nutrition label.  These substances 
include a number of chemicals 
dangerous to humans and the 

environment.

HELIOS is the first pasta industry 
worldwide and the first company in 

Greece to have received a Purity Award.

for small
or large 

glass



for ice coffee, 

ice tea,  juices, 

 milk, smoothies, 

water, alcoholic and

non alcoholic drinks

Without any aftertaste

Innovative
practical packaging

which recloses!

Ki
ds & adults will love it

They can hold

their strength and form

for 1+ hour!

ideal for colddrinks

For everymomentof the day



pasta straws
biodegradable

plastics,

Replace 

single-use

 protect 

 the planet 

NATURAL
12 x 400g
CODE NO: 11.00134.07202
EAN: 5201020376037
ITF: 55201020376032 

ORANGE 
12 x 400g
CODE NO: 11.00137.07202
EAN: 5201020376044
ITF: 55201020376049

RED 
12 x 400g
CODE NO: 11.00138.07202
EAN: 5201020376051
ITF: 55201020376056 
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According to recent studies, in the near future, the volume of plastic in the 
world’s oceans will surpass the number of fish. Plastic straws contribute to 
a great extent to the ocean pollution. HELIOS Pasta Industry demonstrating 
a high sense of responsibility and fostering sustainable practices for the 
protection of the environment, presents its novel, unique and innovative 

artesian pasta straws made from semolina.

Artesian pasta straws come in a practical packaging which recloses, and 
they are an eco-conscious solution for our planet to be clean and healthy. 

Biodegradable pasta straws

Save
the planet!

PRODUCED by HELIOS PASTA INDUSTRY
PAN.SP. DAKOS S.A.PASTA & FOOD PRODUCTS
T: +30 210 2840140 - 7, F: +30 210 2816787, 

e-mail: welcome@artesianpastastraws.gr | www.artesianpastastraws.gr

This brochure was printed with eco-friendly inks 
and water-based varnish.


